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he calamari is of a marine molluscas animal, and falls under the

class of Acanthocephale (the squid, calamari, ink squid, octopus,

ship mollusk), with its body in three parts of the head, body and tenta-

cles. Every spring and summer being their spawning season, their habi-

tat covers an expansive ground, ranging from the tidal zone to as deep

as a few thousand meters in deep sea.  Recently as many reports from

the fishermen had been lodged in the northern area complaining of

severe calamari fishing by trespassing mainland fishing boats, the inci-

dents bear a detrimental effect to the fishermen's equity. And as the

Coast Guard Act stipulates fishery escort and fishery resource mainte-

nance being the administration's facilitative job, the following tenden-

cies have been studied and analyzed in a move to discern the rough

state of Taiwan's calamari resources: 

Part 1    The calamari's biological characteristics and eco-
nomic value:

I. Biological characteristics:
The calamari is of a stable fishery resource in Taiwan's near coast,

where the Taiwanese fisherman arrive at the fishing site at dusk taking

to the creature's drawing to light by opening the fish gathering lights

on two boards of the boat. The calamari is good at swimming, preying

on fish and shrimps, and large fish are their natural enemies; however

over fishing by the fishing boats, and the deteriorating maritime envi-

ronment have become serious threat to this resource. 
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II. Economic value

The calamari commands a vital role in Taiwan's annual fishery

output. Fishing boats that left the port for more than one day tend to

keep their calamari catch in deep freeze to preserve the freshness- the

price of a kilo of calamari goes $60 to $70 in the market. Fishing boats

that return in 12 hours tend to boil their calamari catch or place them in

water bag for ice refrigeration, and the catch commands $90 to $100 a

kilo. The industry brings to Taiwan's fishery industry with several hun-

dred millions of wealth.

Part 2    The calamari's varieties and fishing grounds
(fishing sites):

I. Variety

There are seven species and over 50 varieties known around the

world, with two species and 11 varieties found in China, and two

species and roughly eight varieties found in Taiwan. Among the eight

varieties of calamari found in Taiwan, four of them are found in abun-

dance and of a larger size (the sword calamari, Chinese calamari, pencil

calamari and soft flap calamari), and the other four are smaller in size

(the field calamari, Sumatra calamari, pin calamari and large island

calamari).

II. Fishing grounds

(I)   The sword calamari accounts for roughly 60% to 72% of total

squid catch in Taiwan's near-coast area, with fishing sites largely

distributed northwest to the Pong Jia Island up to Taiwan's Bei

Duei (north of Ponghu). The Chinese calamari's fishing sites are

found in Taiwan's Nan Duei (south of Penghu) and waters of

western Penghu, and accounts for approx. 20% to 30% of the

total output. The soft flap calamari is widely distributed in the

tidal zone areas (the Taiwan Strait).

(II) Research by Fisheries research Institute, Council of Agriculture

between 2000 and 2002 showed in the case of fishing boats based

in Taiwan's northeast (Taipei County, Keelung City) that calamari

fishing tools mainly take to the lighted fishing boats, and the

fishing areas largely distributed in the conventional fishing sites

in the depth of 200m (the Pong Jia Island waters) and around the

continental shelf. 

Part 3    The calamari's fishing season, fishing gears and
fishing method:

From April to October every year being Taiwan's calamari fishing

season, Taiwanese fishing boats specializing in calamari fishing deploy

the rod affixed fishing net by lighting up the fishing lights on two

boards to lure the calamari to gather underwater. When the calamari

groups to a certain degree, the left board of the fish gathering lights are

turned off to draw the calamari to the right board. Thereafter, the net

retrieval device situated at the stern is lowered into the sea, and the fish
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gathering lights on the right board are gradually turned off to lure the

calamari to the rear right of the boat. As soon as the calamari is lured

into the fishing net, the net retrieval device is activated to retrieve the

fishing net.

Part 4    The number of fishing boats and industry output
in Taiwan:

I. The number of operating fishing boats

According to statistics in the Fisheries Agency's fishery yearbook,

of boats operating on light trap nets in the northern area of the Pong Jia

Island and in the northern waters for calamari, there are  547 boats and

rafts in Taipei County, and 272 boats and rafts in Keelung City, but

there had not been statistics on the actual number of boats and rafts

engaging in calamari fishing for trapping light also drawing other fish

varities.

II. Fishery output and value

The quantity of calamari catch by Taiwanese lighted fishing boats

for trapping the calamari bears a close correlation to the climate, ocean

current, moon cycle, tidal currents and vortex formation.  The annual

output of Taiwan's near-coast calamari catch is roughly at 9,000 to

32,000 tons; according to fishery yearbook statistics, in 2004 Taiwan 's

total calamari output is 13,728 tons, with an industry value at

$2.300,051,364, and the major fishing sites are in the northern waters

(the Pong Jia Island waters) and southwest waters (the Ponghu waters).

The table for industry output and value in the past ten years is as fol-

lows:

Part 5    The current state of illegal calamari fishing by
trespassing mainland fishermen:

Mainland fishing boat's calamari fishing has taken to a group

action.  Yet in light that calamari fishing is bound by light trapping, a

certain distance needs to be maintained between two boats, and no two

boats can operate in the same area. In order to avoid interfering each

other, the other boat needs to venture out farther in search of the fish

colonies. The majority of the local fishermen tend to fish alone, and

would be forced to look for other fishing ground if a fishing ground is

occupied by mainland fishing boats, which intangibly adds to the fish-

ing cost. Besides, the mainland fishing boats in a steel hull with bottom

towing tend to sabotage the marine ecology and the growth of fish

seedlings, causing the fishery catch to decline over years, and the

88 (1999) 89 (2000) 90 (2001) 91 (2002) 92 (2003) 93 (2004)

11,403 9,058 9,580 9,608 10,668 10,379
Industry output (ton)

1,659,368 929,563 834,264 919,935 786,407 2,060,222
Output value ($1,000)
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depleted fishery resources would bear a detrimental impact to the

livelihood of the local fishermen. 

Part 6    Coast Guard Administration's fishery escort
implementation and achievement:

Of the sharp decline in calamari catch, mainland fishing boats'

trespassing for fishing is one of the reasons. In addition, interviews con-

ducted with the fishermen's association and fishermen on the drastic

decline of calamari catch also blames the excessive number of dolphins

(the director general of the Keelung Fishermen's Association adds),

fishery resource sabotage and rampant catching (the director general of

the Wanli Fishermen's Association adds), changes of the oceanic ecology

(the Gongliao Fishermen's Association says), and exceedingly high sea-

water temperature which hinder the fishery catch of calamari.

Regarding to Mainland fishing boat's trespassing for fishing, the

administration tends to take the expelling measures. With the dynamic

regional divided crackdown movements by Keelung Maritime Patrol,

Aoudi Maritime Patrol and Northern Mobile Maritime Patrol, the num-

ber of trespassing fishing boats in 2004 has obviously reduced than that

in 2003, and by comparing the calamari's output and output value

table, there is a declining tendency from 2000 to 2003. Nevertheless,

through the Coast Guard's dynamic sweep, the figures have surged

again in 2004, indicating the administration's fishery escort achieve-

ment on calamari. The statistics in 2003 and 2004, the administration's

expelling achievements on trespassing mainland fishing boats are

charted as below:

Part 7    Tangible implementation of calamari resource
protection in the waters of Pong Jia Island:

In recent years, as the fishery resources in Taiwan's near-coast

areas are gradually depleting, the administration, taking to its job speci-

fications and in search of a sustainable management of marine

resources, is anticipating to take more active voluntary measures for

protecting various fishery resources, which entails not only to expel

trespassing mainland fishing boats, but also intends to intensify meas-

ures with the following actions:

I. Constructing a two-way reporting mechanism
On a daily basis, Assignment Command Center of the first Guard

Company is to routinely contact with the Fishery Radio Station, the

radar posts and the watching posts, and notify the trespassing main-

land fishing boats, whereby the Coast Guard flotillas conduct expelling

measure promptly. 

92 (Year 2003) 93 (Year 2004)

745 456 
Mainland fishing boats expelled (boats)

43 15 
Trespassing mainland fishing boats detained  (boats)

5 9 
Violation of Fisheries Act  (boats)
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II. Monitoring the information on the fishing boats' fishing sites
The Maritime Patrol Directorate General, in a move to monitor in

advance the state of fishing boats operating in Taiwan's near-coast

areas, has appended in its fishery inspection information system with a

fishing site function, which divides the coastal, and near coast conven-

tional fishing sites into 30 fishing zones (with 20 in coastal and 10 near-

coast) with which to discern the status of fishing boats operating in

Taiwan's adjacent waters, which would also serve as a basis for dis-

patching preplanned fishery escort duties. And through the input of

fishing site information, it is now possible to conduct interactive assess-

ment and analysis on suspicious ships in a move to excel the investiga-

tion and crackdown achievement. 

III. Accelerating the launching of the fishing boat positioning 
system

Presently as most deep-sea fishing boats are fitted with vessel

position system, in the future the launching of the coastal and near-

coast fishing boat position system not only helps to ensure the fisher-

man's equity in the event of a dispute in fishing rights, but the

Maritime Patrol Directorate General also intends to integrate the devel-

opment of fishing sites to precisely monitor the fishery operation after

their embarkation. 

Part 8    Recapitulations: 

I.   As the location and size of the fishing grounds in Taiwan's peripher-

al waters are often affected by factors such as the climate, ocean cur-

rents, hydrological environment, food source and such, the division

has had explorative discussion with Keelung's Fisheries research

Institute, but is only able to obtain the rough locations of the fishing

sites yet unable to precisely mark down the location. In practical

implementation, there is a need to further develop the fish exploring

techniques in order to derive a great volume of fishery catch.

II.  With the mapping of coastal and near-coast fishery resource data-

base that involves professional knowledge, scientific instruments,

personnel training and long-time accumulation of experience and

such that cannot be single-handedly completed by the administra-

tion, there is a necessity for the competent government authorities to

join in the action in order to conclude the launching under whose

professional domain.  The purpose of this article aims to draw atten-

tion to the issue by presenting the facts and emphasis to relevant

government authorities, in anticipation that a joint effort will be

made to conclude launching the fishery resource database, as bound

by the concept of one administration for resource sharing, which

would allow all agencies to share the fruit, which is not only benefi-

cial in excelling the investigation and crackdown achievement, but

is also inductive in further promoting tangible conservation work. 

III. In the brain wrestle between administration crackdown agencies

and the human trafficking rings and smuggling rings, it is imminent

that the administration needs to gain an upper hand. The ultimate

goal in coastal and near-coast fishery resource study and overall

analysis rests is to achieve the three law enforcement niches by com-

bining the fishery inspection information system. 
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(I)  With observation of the fishing gears to deduce the rational of a

fishing boat's operation in a certain fishing site:

The fishery resource database instilled at the fishery inspec-

tion post can be utilized for comparing and analyzing whether

the carried fishing gears meet the required tools for fishing or

aquaculture.  Of any suspicion, the inspection post should notify,

through the assignment operation system, the Guard Company

to dispatch on-duty vessels to gather evidences when deemed

necessary.

(II)  To preplan duties for the Guard Company:

The Guard Company may preplan maritime duties at focused

waters trough the coastal and near-coast fishery resource data-

base, coordinated with fishery information on Taiwan's peripher-

al waters that not only helps to downsize the manpower on land

but can effectively move to execute interception, crackdown and

arrest jobs in the event of smuggling or human trafficking to

reduce the difficulty of crackdown and arrest on dry land. 

(III) To provide relevant maritime conservation parameters:

With local governments moving to stage a variety of maritime

activities, such as the flyfish festival in search of tapping into the

tourism industry, in terms of preserving the fish varieties (such as

the whales, sharks, dolphins) and fish varieties in exhausted

resources (such as the flyfish and whitefish), and excessive trap-

ping of fish and fish roes, the Maritime Patrol Directorate General

is responsible for facilitating the competent government agencies

in carrying out marine environment protection, maritime

resource conservation work by offering the boat count at a vari-

ety of fishing sites, which would facilitate competent government

agencies or local governments in promoting tangible conserva-

tion works, such as fishing boat reduction, fishery rotation plan

and so forth.
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The floppy flap:  also known as the soft
squid, Lyle's squid

The translucent squid:  also known
as calamari, sword squid

Formosa calamari:  also known
as the Chinese squid




